Positional information and pattern formation.
Spatial patterns of cellular differentiation may arise from cells first being assigned a position, as in a coordinate system, and then interpreting the positional value that they have acquired. This interpretation will depend on their genetic constitution and developmental history. Different patterns may thus arise from similar positional fields. The specification of positional value may involve a positional signal, such as the concentration of a diffusible morphogen, but can also depend on how long the cells remain in a particular region, such as a progress zone. Positional values may also be acquired by direct transfer from one cell layer to another, as in directed embryonic induction. Positional value, unlike a positional signal, involves long-term memory, and can be regarded as a type of cell determination. Cells of the same differentiation class may have different positional values and may thus be non-equivalent. Evidence is presented for a signal providing positional information along the antero-posterior axis during chick limb development. This signal has properties similar to those of a diffusible morphogen.